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Drug Discovery is the branch of pharmaceutical science with the technique of preparing drugs and dispensing. It is a health-related profession that links medical sciences with chemical sciences and aims to ensure the secure and productive use of pharmaceutical drugs. Pharmacists are the specialist on the drug therapy and are the primary health professionals who enhance the use of medication for the benefit of the patients. Pharmaceutical Sciences is a dynamic and interdisciplinary field that aims to integrate basic principles of inorganic and organic chemistry, engineering, biochemistry, and biology to understand the optimized drug delivery to the body and translate this integrated understanding into advanced and innovative therapies against human diseases and disorders.

Drug Discovery Conference 2020 is an event that aims to explore the Innovative approaches for building a strong belief that all other health and medical sciences can provide the healthy circumstances by the inter-bonding with the Pharmaceutical studies and sciencescheduled to be held on July 13-14, 2020 at webinar. The meet is expected to provide great scope for interaction of professionals working in the field of Pharmaceutics, Drugs, Pathology, Clinical microbiology, Clinical pharmacy, Microbiology, Public health around the globe, on a single platform.

Working under the theme "Novel Strategies and Technologies for Drug Discovery and Medicinal Chemistry" this unique international conference will opportunity to reach the largest assemblage of participants from the Pharmaceutical community to gather and share their insights and convey recent developments in the field of generic drug research and current challenges and possibilities in modeling a new drug and breakthroughs in drug development, Generic drug safety, Novel trends and advanced strategies involving bioavailability bioequivalence research. This is a true forum where ideas and discussion is driven by the participants and interaction with peers and others leads to fruitful outcomes.

Dr. Yavuz Selim Silay from University of Ankara, Turkey to present a session on "The Critical Importance of New Generation Government Engagement Navigating Government Healthcare Reforms and their impact in USA, Europe, Turkey & Emerging Markets" and Dr. Zareen Delawar Hussain from Managing Director of Novo Invicta Health Care Limited, Bangladesh to present a session on "Bangladesh's burgeoning pharmaceutical sector: A potential hub for global Contract Manufacturing Operations".

ME Conference is glad to schedule the 7th International Conference on Drug Discovery and Toxicology which is during July 13,14, 2020 in webinar.

Meet the future as it pledge to control and prevent the infectious diseases by bringing the World wide Pharmacists, Healthcare Professionals, Public health Experts and Specialists to Dubai, UAE.
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